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History of GeckoSystems Stock

GeckoSystems operated as a private company for nine years before attempting to go public in 2007. The company’s
purpose in going public was to raise $250,000 to finance Beta Testing of the CareBot elder care robot.

In 2002 the company performed the world’s first in home testing of a personal assistance robot and continued to use
alpha testing in homes as a means of perfecting the product. This was possible because of the GeckoNav, AI
robotic navigation that made it possible for the CareBot to navigate autonomously in any home without endangering
the occupants of the home or causing damage to property.

Early in 2006 Martin Spencer responded to an advertisement a local placed by a man named Jerry Alexander.
Alexander promised to raise the money for the Beta test and brought in George MacLeod to “consult”. MacLeod
brought in a “friend who owed him a favor” at Big Apple Consulting. MacLeod advised the company to reverse merge
into the International Shoe shell owned by a man named Russell Haraburda. Haraburda sort of “forgot” to turn over
the shares in the shell so GeckoSystems backed out of the transaction.

During this time MacLeod painted Big Apple and Haraburda as the bad guys and brought in Neil Wallace to be the VP
of legal affairs and help straighten things out. Wallace didn’t bother to become a licensed attorney in the state of
Georgia however, this was one of the many important details he overlooked while supposedly representing the
company. He was a great asset to George MacLeod, though.

MacLeod was concurrently running a scam with Jerry Alexander, David Stocker and Wallace’s brother Reed on a
company named SushiTrend. That company has been taken private and recovered after several years of hard work.
Reed illegally sold restricted stock of the company, helping to bring it down. (See SushiTrend v. Reed Wallace,
07cv1129 United States District Court - District of Nevada)
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In late 2006 MacLeod arranged for GeckoSystems to partner with an IT company called Prodec in the UK. Prodec
attempted to form “GeckoSystems Europe” in order to control European rights to the company. They did not perform as
agreed and GeckoSystems backed out of that relationship. The UK corporation “GeckoSystems Europe” was not
dissolved until 2011, raising the possibility that it was used for money laundering or to divert funds intended for the
company.

In 2007 MacLeod brought in a possible investor and money man named John Kenneth Little. Little was at that time CEO of
IT firm Balfour Telecom , originally incorporated in the UK but taken off shore to the Isle of Mann.  Associates of Balfour
Telecom have been traced to operations in Dubai. Little introduced GeckoSystems CEO Martin Spencer to Dr. Carroll
Lastinger who was working on 3D viewing technology, Little was financing his company. This technology was
subsequently taken private and appears to be owned by a company incorporated in Dubai.

MacLeod was fired after attempting an unauthorized sale of GeckoSystems international rights to Little’s Challenger
Technologies for under $200,000. After he was fired Wallace helped to orchestrate a string of lawsuits designed to cripple
GeckoSystems. The company was served with four lawsuits in as many days. Wallace has filed or caused MacLeod or
his parents to file an additional four lawsuits since that time.

Since Wallace is a non-practicing attorney who files pro-se he is able to drag lawsuits out, filing frequent motions and
running up the company’s legal bills. He does not honor due process, in fact Judge Sidney Nation found that his actions
in a Georgia case against GeckoSystems endangered the rights of the company and Mr. Spencer and ordered him to
apply for pro hac vice status so he would be under the supervision of the Georgia bar. Wallace then solicited CEO
Spencer to settle on behalf of the company, knowing that Spencer could not represent the company in a legal action.

Neil Wallace then moved his legal efforts to Delaware, getting default judgments when the company was unable to afford to
retain counsel after defending the same action in Georgia for a year. In 2009 Wallace brought suit for defamation against
CEO Spencer. Fifteen minutes later “George MacLeod” filed suit, but the signature on that action is obviously forged.
GeckoSystems has also discovered that signatures on court filings of Harold and Bette Wallace also appear to be forged .
See page seven for signature samples.

Shortly after being dismissed by GeckoSystems George MacLeod abandoned his home in Wellington Florida and fled the
U.S. In 2008 George MacLeod and his daughter Anna MacLeod formed Ascot Legal Services Ltd. In the UK. This
company was wholly owned by Zarworld Ltd. Zarworld Ltd. was publicly traded in Germany and defrauded hundreds, if not
thousands of consumers in the UK with the LoanCheck fraud, collecting fees for auditing consumer loans supposedly
representing people in court in order to recoup funds illegally collected by mortgage and loan companies. Ascot legal
collected the funds but the legal actions in favor of the insured consumers were not completed.

GeckoSystems has also been attacked via tortious interference and the company is suing them in Delaware in this regard.
Companies, stockholders, and employees have terminated or altered their relationship with the company due to direct
harassment or public defamation of the company on internet message boards.

In 2008 GeckoSystems was solicited by Jeffrey Stone to do “investor relations” Jeffrey Stone and his wife Janet Diller
Stone are principals in the Wakabayashi Fund out of Japan. The stones are known to perpetrate frauds via different
“funds” and boiler room phone scams. Additional information can be found in SEC Litigation Release No. 19805. The
company briefly worked with Wakabayashi Fund, results were unsatisfactory. Wakabayashi funded the LoanCheck scam
listed above. Wakabayashi’s relationship to MacLeod was not disclosed to the company, it is now believed that this was
part of a continued conspiracy to interfere with GeckoSystems ability to raise funds.
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Six Month Daily Chart at Time of 2009 Spike

Impact of Medscape Manipulation Weekly chart
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March 2009 10.554,342

April 2009 4,581,153

May 2009 19,058,401

June 2009 18,121,599

July 2009 27,833,646

August 2009 8,901,169

September 2009 15,630,981

October 2009 13,621,141

November 2009 13,150,160

December 2009 238,909,327

January 2010 15,994,896

February 2010 16,918,965

March 2010 15,748,821

April 2010 26,250,266

May 2010 7,115,576

June 2010 3,951,153

July 2010 24,435,060

August 2010 11,301,155

September 2010 35,615,547

October 2010 10,930,052

November 2010 7,984,939

December 2010 16,897,100

January 2011 9,707,100

February 2011 5,488,600

March 2011 8,302,000

April 2011 12,213,000

May 2011 5,419,000

June 2011 6,599,200

July 2011 4,411,300

August 2011 1,657,400

September 2011 4,587,100

October 2011 9,031,700

November 2011 2,124,200

December 2011 12,125,600

January 2012 17,125,900

February 2012 8,010,900

March 2012 21,167,800

April 2012 38,276,600

May 2012 4,741,400

June 2012 7,275,300

July 2012 2,095,000

August 2012 29,869,610

Monthly Volume Totals for GeckoSystems
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Unusual Market Making
Activity in August
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A GeckoSystems investigator was told that in late 2010 $100,000 was wired into the U.S. to create a public relations
firm in Louisiana that specialized in pink sheet stocks. GeckoSystems was targeted by this company and it was at
during the time that this company was supposedly representing the company that the $.08 to .01 trading range was
broken. The company believes that parties in this company gave insider information to George MacLeod and Neil
Wallace or their confederates. The company also suspects that money laundering took place, enabling traders of this
stock to tolerate losses when trading GeckoSystems stock.

In April and May of 2012 a great deal of damage was done to the stock price. We believe this was due to
manipulation by the MacLeod cabal.                      - an ID that we believe is used by MacLeod on
posted that GeckoSystems was promoting and pumping its stock through Craig Redding. GeckoSystems had no
knowledge of this promotion. Redding is under sanction by the SEC:
http://www.finra.org/Newsroom/NewsReleases/1998/P010421

Here is a link to the post announcing the “pump” and attributing it to manipulation and a pump and dump orchestrated
by the company:

The company believes that “                              “ (George MacLeod) had knowledge of the source of this manipulation
andwas part of that campaign.

There are many more details that are available, but this is a start. Documentation for much of this information and
additional documents can be found on http://www.geckosystems.com/W_W_W/

Recent Activity, Six Months Daily

One Year Chart Showing 2010-2011 Manipulation.
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George MacLeod’s signature
on company documents.

George MacLeod’s signature
on Delaware Defamation filings.


